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QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Good morning, everyone. Thanks for joining us here at our annual industrials and transportation and autos and everything 

else conference at Laguna. I'm very happy to kick off the proceedings with Canadian Pacific and we have CEO, Keith Creel, 

and Maeghan from IR that you all know. Thanks so much for joining us. 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yeah. An honor to be here. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

So, just kind of getting right into it and kind of – I almost hate to just kick off with a guidance question, but one of the 

comments you made on the 2Q call was that you had a great second quarter and you had a lot of confidence in the back 

half, but not quite enough to raise guidance. So just wanted to kind of revisit that comment a little bit and maybe go 

through some of the key gating factors or the variables that you had highlighted in terms of grain and potash and some of 

the end markets, if you will, maybe just like as a broad kick-off. 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yeah. So, first, let me say this. From a guidance standpoint, we're doing what we expected we would do. And part of the 

reasons or the justification for not changing guidance end of the second quarter has sort of been playing out. Grain is the 

big question mark. So now that we're getting more certainty to it with the harvest, I think last year the harvest was about 

71 million metric tons. They're trying to peg it somewhere around 63 million to 65 million metric tons. I think some of the 

yields are maybe exceeding what they had expected in the areas that didn't experience the moisture challenges, but still a 

little bit less than last year. 

So as this plays out, it's still not definite. But we do think it's positionally getting to that area. So, again, some of that 

softness. We don't think it's going to affect us this year. We're pretty much – we are sold out effectively and in fact, on the 

Canadian side, the product we put in the marketplace a couple of years ago with dedicated trains – actually the demand for 

the dedicated trains is up about 15% versus last year, which is a strong indication to me from the grain companies in Canada 

that they're bullish of grain. 

I think the place that you might see an impact will be the typical annual 2018 June-July sort of the trough before the new 

harvest year starts. So the carryover impact, so to speak, which we have not seen in the same drop this year, might be there 

next year. So that would be the only thing that would make that a little bit tepid about grain. 

Now part of the opportunity, a lot of people don't understand in some of the rhetoric, if I look at the fourth quarter last 

year was that we were losing some market share on grains specifically and I'm talking about Canadian grain. The reality is 

we had operational challenges across the supply chain. So part of our equipment, we have the universal equipment fleet 

that ships both U.S. and Canadian grain. It goes through Canada down through the Port of Portland. If you remember last 

year, UP had an atrocious derailment back during the fourth quarter that really trapped a lot of our equipment and 

adversely affected that supply chain, which doubled up into Canada. 

And at the same time, record amounts of grain on the West Coast ports both in U.S. as well as Canada, which affected us in 

an adverse way with mudslides. So there were a lot of environmental challenges that if they don't replicate themselves in 

the fourth quarter, which I think the likelihood they will is small, you're going to see an upside opportunity for us. We 

actually came in for the year, the crop year. We weren’t down 3% or 4%, it was flat like in – normally and annually is. 



 
 

So the rhetoric about us losing market share is just that it's rhetoric. The opportunity to address in fact gain share through 

our service in our dedicated trains given the demand is there is positive. Some of the headwinds, though, that we still face I 

think – I look at currency. Where is currency going? How does that affect the overall grain shipment competitive for the 

Canadian farmer? I still think it's a very low-cost, high-quality product, low cost in transportation, but that's still yet to be 

determined. So that would just give us a little bit of uncertainty to the point that we think it's more responsible. I don't 

want to say to be conservative than our guidance, but to be realistic in our guidance there. 

So back to the point, we've indicated strong single-digit earnings growth. We certainly see how that we're going to get 

strong single-digit earnings growth. And as far as the operating ratio side, at the expense side, it continues to behave 

extremely well. The Trip Plan that we put in since last year has worked well for us. We've got additional opportunities for 

cost take-out even in next year and the following year and the following year with these investments. So this precision 

railroading model continues to work well for us.  It's a gift that keeps on giving and it gives me the guidance both on the 

cost side as well as the earnings side to maintain and to meet, if not exceed, the guidance that we put out in the 

marketplace. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Got it. Then maybe just to follow up a little bit on several of the end market, maybe starting with grain. As you said, there 

were several moving parts there: there was the size of the crop itself, there's the yield given that last year, the – it was 

delayed and there's the market share, right? So your takeaway is that net of those three, even with the smaller crop given 

the market share now that you're lapping and you're going to get back, you still feel good about the fourth quarter. 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

I do. I do in the fourth quarter. I think there's – I'm cautiously optimistic there. If weather cooperates with us, there's 

actually some upside there. I think the place you might see the impact from the overall crop size is going to be second 

quarter of next year. It's certainly not going to be in 2017. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Okay. Understood. Moving to one of our favorite end markets, especially for you guys, which is energy, and kind of lot of 

debate on the crude side of the equation. You guys and your counterparts have been exceedingly cautious about kind of 

framing the size of the opportunity and the timing of the opportunity. As we get closer to what people believe is going to be 

an end of year 2017-2018 capital is kind of how do you kind of – do you have any updated thoughts on the crude-by-rail 

opportunity? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yeah. I would say this. Number one, when you get burned, you learn. We got burned pretty hard back in 2014. What we 

thought was going to be here to stay was sort of like a gold rush. 

We remain available and happy to move crude, but at the same time, it's so unpredictable if we don't think long- term 

growth is sustainable short-term. There's obviously some demand there that has exceeded our expectations. Still down 

year-over-year, but not down as bad as we thought we would be. And does that create a dynamic, I think, with pipeline 

takeaway capacity limited in 2018 and 2019 for some additional growth in crude? I think the answer is yes. 

But again, we've got to be very careful with assets. We're not going to throw assets at something we think is not going to be 

sustainable. So we'll partner with those customers that have sustainable niche markets they're creating, and there are some 

of those that are occurring in the marketplace, which will exist regardless of the pipeline. But it's not going to be 10% of our 

revenue and it's not going to move the needle an enormous amount. It's going to be accretive, it's going to afforded to us, 



 
 

but we're not betting the farm on it for lack of a better term. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Sure. I don't want to say that you seem reluctant to embrace this opportunity because, again, some of the numbers you've 

heard are very large. I certainly see why there's this risk of it materializing and if it does materialize, you have two years of 

feast and then it's complete famine after that. How do you have that conversation with your customer, right? I mean, are 

you this open with them? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Sure. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Do you remind them of what happened the last time? What do you need to see from them to get confidence and for you to 

say, you know what, we're going to commit locomotives and crew for this? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Well, to me for the customer, the discussion is about the risk and the liability you take on. You think about adding 

locomotives. You think about adding people, the training experience. You think about adding infrastructure to the physical 

plant, which we had a plan to do given that it did grow the way we thought it was going to grow, which we've obviously 

pulled back from. But before I start spending my shareholders' money in that regard and I make a 30- or 40-year decision, 

there's going to be – had to be a sharing of risks. 

Some of the contracts we're doing now involve some of those mechanisms. So minimum shipment commitments, things 

like that, which in the past, when we were all competing for the business, those weren't part of those contracts, which 

those are actually normal when you start talking about spending capital in the railroad industry. 

So more those type of relationship with customers, be open, be honest, be willing to work with them. If there's spot moves 

we can make, we have existing capacity, which we do have a lot of. Then obviously, if I don't have to asset up, then I'm 

going to move the business as long as I'm making a buck doing it. But as far as asset-ing up, making those kind of long-term 

commitments, there's got to be a sharing of risk and some level of – I don't want to say guarantee, but assurance and a 

belief that that business is going to be there to stay or at least a large percentage of it there to stay. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Sure. So given what we're hearing about this out of you guys and your peer, it doesn't – and also given the size of the 

opportunity, it doesn't seem like this is likely to be a potentially very competitive piece of business if and when an 

opportunity does show up. Does that mean better pricing and better mix when it happens for those two or three years? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

You know what? I think if you look at the competitive aspect, our franchise is very uniquely positioned to serve the western 

part of the U.S. versus our competitor, if you want to talk about the competition standpoint here. So as long as we provide 

great service, which we have and will continue to do great asset turns, we've got access to two Western carriers via a 



 
 

gateway outside of Vancouver that our competitor doesn't have south of – in Alberta as well as in BC, that's competitive 

advantage to me, which I think sort of offsets some of the competitive threat of pricing wars and those kind of issues. 

We're not going to commoditize our service. We've got great service. I could turn assets. I can show my customers how I 

could help them save money by shipping with CP, taking advantage of our franchise strengths and the length of haul that 

we have in our markets. At the end of the day, we don't have to discount the price. The service is going to sell itself as well 

as access that our competitors can't provide. So I feel pretty bullish on that side. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Got it. Moving on from crude. Moving on to Intermodal, how would you characterize the current environment? Is it stable 

when you consider a competition versus truck? And do you still view this as a secular growth end market for the rail? Kind 

of what are the dynamics? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yeah. So, I think let's talk Intermodal. We need to break it upon a little bit because it's two stories. 

Domestic intermodal, which obviously make – it's the most time-sensitive. It's the most service suspect. You've got to 

provide service or you don’t keep it. It's the kind of business that – especially in Canada then, there's a difference in Canada 

and U.S. that's unique to the Canadian market, which is where the preponderance of our domestic product is and it's length 

of haul, you know length of haul on a domestic move is 1500-1700 miles on average versus in the U.S. where it’s 300, 400, 

500 miles. 

The barrier to entry is much higher in Canada than it is in the U.S. So domestically, our product, given that we have the 

shortest length of haul and the key markets be it Toronto to Calgary, Montreal to Vancouver, Vancouver to Calgary versus 

our competitor, we're effectively two crew districts on all those rails because we have more straight line as opposed to their 

arched lines. We're not – a rail competitor can't touch us in time-in-transit and we're single truck driver competitive in time-

in-transit. 

So now you talk about as long as you're service reliable and you've got a cost savings, multiply it by about five times more 

efficient to ship by rail versus truck and then you add in a similar variable on carbon credit that is becoming very topical 

especially in Canada, the value proposition for domestic intermodal is compelling especially at CP. And that's why we've 

driven so much growth year-over-year. 

I mean, if you look at our trajectory over the past five years since we started really focusing on the strength of the franchise, 

we were doing double-digit annual growth. We slowed down when the economy went down. We picked back up this year. 

We're doing quarter-to-date effectively hitting double-digit; year-to-date, strong single-digit domestic growth. To the point 

on the revenue side, it's more than lapped the loss on the international side. 

So that's a great story for us, and the value proposition only gets more compelling as you get to electronic drivers truck logs, 

you get that capacity becoming more constrained, and fuel price is going back up. So long story short, we see more 

opportunity for strength in the domestic intermodal. 

Now, let's talk about the international intermodal, and that's been a story that over the last five years, CP made some 

decisions to sort of de-market ourselves and not compete for contracts where we couldn’t make a buck. So the margins are 

very, very thin. You had an overcapacity in the industry. So we stepped away from and our competitor picked up quite a bit 

of share. 

You look at that, number one, we couldn't afford to compete for in the first place. It was the right business decision short 

term. But long term, it's created an opportunity and I say an opportunity from – it's given CP time to, number one, get our 

house in order to reduce our operating expense. So our cost basis is very similar, not the same as our competitor. 

We have a tremendous amount of capacity in the way we run the railway now. We've taken additional steps this year, 

actually last quarter. We've invested in Portal, a live-lift opportunity to give our customers a better experience. So, 



 
 

containers in the past in CP would come to Portal, which is the border location between Canada and the U.S. And if you had 

a customs inspection car, every containers that's own a five pack will get set out. 

There might be 1 of the 10 to inspect, but all 10 get affected. With this live-lift now, we can literally pull the train and stop 

it, and we grab the suspect container only. 

We don't break the train lines. So there are operational synergies, velocity synergies, customer service synergies, that’s just 

gone online for CP within the last two months. So from a customer experience standpoint, it's a pain point that disappears. 

Some of the other things we've done to extend our reach to help our franchise strength, we partnered with other roads, 

east of the Mississippi to recreate daily service into Detroit, which has won market share. 

Hapag-Lloyd has shifted all their business, which was right in my competitor to our rail. We've got another shipping line, 

doing the same thing. And from a time-in-transit standpoint, coming out the west coast of Vancouver into that Detroit 

market, which is very time-sensitive business for auto parts. For that entire industry, we've got a mousetrap here that can't 

be competed with head-to-head. 

On my best day and their best day, I'm going to beat them to the market every day. So that's an area again that as we come 

up for renegotiation and competition for these contracts in the international space become open in 2018, which are 

meaningful, we're in a very strong strategic position to be able to compete. 

The other very exciting thing we've done over the last two months – so we decided as a team as part of our strategy on the 

growth side to grow the company is to add additional synergies for our customers. We've open a transload facility in 

Vancouver. We had a facility that we own, which is adjacent to our intermodal facility, which is adjacent to our carload 

facility that became available. 

And as opposed to leasing it out, we've got a transload. Now, we're shipping center beams, we're shipping pulp and we're 

doing retail transloads for a big box retailer in Canada, providing a value proposition, taking trucks off the road in the 

Canadian ports, which in Vancouver became very congested. The shippers are having to pay a fee to use them and we’re 

giving them a complete rail solution. Now that's phase one. 

Phase two, we've got a piece of land and I've got to give my predecessors credit for this. I was in Vancouver two weeks ago. 

If you know Vancouver, the population – number one, large population center; number two, land is worth gold. 

We've got a piece of land between our intermodal facility adjacent to our mainline. It's almost 60 acres of undeveloped 

land. It's a farm that was purchased years ago that has – it's a diamond sitting there waiting to be developed, which we 

have now developed a strategy. Phase two of our transload strategy is to invest in this physical property to create a multi-

commodity transload – plastics, liquids, intermodal product – with an ability to tunnel under the mainline and never get out 

on the road at all. 

And it's going to give you a mousetrap, where which you can do – if you're an international shipper, you may be paying an 

empty cube that come backs, say, an empty container from your head-haul movement into Toronto, they've got to pay to 

get a reposition back to Deltaport or to the south shore export. 

Well, what we're doing is we're taking an empty container, you put a domestic load in it, helps us with equipment cost 

because we’re reusing their equipment, helps them with repositioning cost because it eliminates their move back to the 

West Coast. It's a load for us coming back to this transload facility, we offload it in Vancouver in the market from the 

domestic side, and then we reload it with an export load for them at the same location. So, it eliminates not only their 

empty repositioning cost but gives us an export load in a major metropolis and it takes out all the trucks. So the solution is 

powerful. 

So that's over the next two to three years. We're going to roll that to our capital plan. Right now, we're actively working 

with the customers to determine what's the best mix. So we want to completely pay for it ourselves, do we want an anchor 

tenant it in it to help with the capital expense, which will be anchor business. 

So, we're considering all those things now. But just to say that as far as international intermodal, the future is much more 

bright than in the past and we're very well positioned to compete for business. We have capacity. And the last thing I'll say, 

capacity is key. 



 
 

Our competitor has invested money to create additional capacity in the port of Prince Rupert, which is important. I think 

there's enough business and capacity if balanced properly between both ports for the Canadian ports to be extremely 

successful because of the reliability and the servicing into the Midwest, all the reasons that my competitor has grown the 

rationale just for both railways. But the issue of balance is important. 

If you put all your eggs in one basket, if you put all your equipment, all your level of business 70%, 80% in one railroad 

versus 20% on the other, you're going to have capacity issues. You're going to have capacity challenges. You can't increase 

the port 50%, right, and not increase your inland terminals 50%. It just doesn't work. The math doesn't work. 

So some of the service challenges I think bubble up and are bubbling up in the industry, which again help us with our value 

proposition and create a more compelling reason for the steamship lines to appreciate our service as well as the reliability 

of the service. 

So more to come in that space, but I think that space is a very bright space for CP as we roll into 2018 and 2019. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Right. That was an amazing amount of details. Thanks so much for that color. A couple of follow-ups. You said rail is five 

times more cost competitive versus truck. How has that number evolved over the years and where do you think that goes in 

the future? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

I think it's always been there. A lot of people didn't understand it. Maybe it's gotten a little stronger because our cost just 

came down. If you look at CP or actually CN, both railways from a cost performance standpoint, the value propositions 

became more compelling and I think it even gets more so with truck capacity getting consumed and taken up. 

Now, you think about disruptive technology, you think about autonomous trucks, are those threats? Are there some threats 

out there on horizon? I would say there are certainly areas that we're paying attention to. I think that's technology that if 

it's adopted, number one, it's got to be adopted. Number two, I think the timeframe is not years. It's probably decades. 

Number three, I think the public opposition can be underestimated. You think about some of the groundswell of opposition 

the rail industry has faced with just trying to run a single-person crew. 

Principally, I'm not in favor of a single-person crew, but the industry overall is. And there is a groundswell of opposition of 

that. Safety concerns, I think perceived, not real, but still they're there. Regulatory hurdles would have to be navigated and 

overcome. You're going to think about an autonomous 18 wheeler with no one in it, driving down our interstates, carrying a 

product, and the concern that's going to cause the public. 

But let's assume it does get adopted. You think about CP specifically. We pay a lot of money for drays in Canada for our 

product. We're not our own trucking company. We pay someone else on the retail space to deliver our customers freight to 

their docks. So, if the cost to dray comes down, then on the cost side, CP get benefit from that as well. So, long answer, 

there is pros, there is cons. I think it's a long-term horizon. I think domestic product especially in Canada, especially with CP 

with our franchise, the value proposition gets stronger, doesn't get weaker over the next three to five-year horizon 

specifically. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Right. And then last question on Intermodal, ELDs you briefly mentioned that in your comments. I mean, do you still see 

yourself as being a beneficiary of what people expect to be potential tightening of capacity, higher rates in trucks, and so a 

better competitive opportunity for Intermodal? 

Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 



 
 

Yeah. I think it's going to give us some strength next year from a pricing standpoint if the capacity comes out. We still had a 

very competitive pricing environment. Right now, if I look at the run rate, we're about 2.5% in Canada. Overall, inflation is 

1.5%. So, we're exceeding inflation, but there is some headwind from capacity that once it effectively evaporates, for all 

these issues we're talking about with some stronger macroeconomic demands we see in Canada, especially I think – again, 

it adds pricing power as long as we provide the service, which obviously we're going to do. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Sure. Can we just follow up on that? Because I think you said on the 2Q call that you expected to have good news in pricing 

for the fourth quarter, but now you think it's going to be a 2018 story, not a 2017 story. Can you just elaborate on that a 

little bit and kind of what is the pressure on pricing across the industry not just for you? Is it just being tied to inflation? Is it 

just Intermodal pressure on trucking? What are the factors there, and more importantly, how do you see that changing in 

2018, like which of the markets are going to give you that incremental pricing if inflation does go up? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yes, I think the trucking capacity issue has been a piece of it. I think we're still experiencing – if you think about railways, we 

enter into two- and three-year contracts, which have indexes on price escalation tied to inflation. So, that's a headwind. As 

those contracts roll over, as we're renegotiating a different demand environment, that's what makes me more bullish about 

price. Now, when I say bullish, it got as weak as 2%, 2.5%. Now, we're 2.5% – a solid 2%, 2.5%, though I see an environment 

in 2018, 3%, and towards the end of 2018, 3% to 4%. 

So, we're not talking about big swings, not huge swings. They're very conservative swings relative maybe to our U.S. peers, 

but still fundamentally, I think it's moving in the right direction and give us more strength than weakness. And especially as 

we get away from some of those indexes that have sort of been sort of a governor on price take because they're tied to 

such low railway inflation rate. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Can you just give us an update on what percentage of your contracts are indexed to inflation right now? And kind of as you 

move away from that, what's the right number? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

You know what, I would say probably rough number, correct me if I'm wrong, about 60%. And to me, the right number as 

you go away from it, you tie it to a set price index, an escalation on an annual basis. It's not going to be tied to an inflation 

index. It's going to be tied with the value of the service and which you can negotiate with your customers. So, if I can do 2 

with you and I've got some index that another customer is getting 1 because of the index, do to math, I'm in a bad position. 

But if I can do 2 with you and do 3 in another market or do 4 in another market, depending on the value of the service, you 

get to something that reflects value of services as opposed to maybe an index... 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

But it does not make sense to stick with that now given that inflation appears to be going up into 2018. 

Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

You could bet, but it works both ways. I would rather work with the customer; get a customer accustomed to paying for the 



 
 

value of the service that they get as opposed to an index. An index is an easy number to use, and it can burn you or it can 

work well for you. I would rather just do it based on service and value of service as opposed to rolling the dice and figuring 

out what the index is going to do. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Got it. Well, shifting gears a little bit from the top line to more of the cost side, obviously, CP has done probably the best job 

in the industry of improving their OR the last four, five years. One of the downsides to showing that improvement is 

diminishing returns and that – I mean, again, it's a high-quality problem to have, but that's something that's come up with 

you guys as it has with your peer in the last year or so. How do you see that as an opportunity going forward? I mean, 

what's the natural floor level, if you will, for the OR? Is there an actual floor level, is it 50%, is it 55%? How do you think 

about that? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yeah. So, I guess, there is two stories here. You obviously know we've got an accounting change that we're going to 

experience next year, which affects the Canadian roads because of our defined benefit pension plans. It doesn't affect 

earnings but it affects that ratio. 

So, if I normalize at 57%, 58% for CP, that's a 61%, 62%. Is there room for improvement? Yes. A couple of points? Yes. Will 

we continue to do that? Yes. So, to me, the thing that has an opportunity to change that is revenue growth that exceeds my 

expectations. But from what I see I think, in the adjusted environment, that 62% can go to a 60%, which would have been 

what, a 55% or a 56%. 

I think that's something that's sustainable. I think especially in Canada, if you get much more aggressive than that, you're 

going to be begging for FOAs and for regulatory involvement, which is not in our best interest or our customers' best 

interests. So, we've always taken a conservative approach to try to avoid that, and I think the regulatory environment that 

exists creates that balance, a healthy balance, but that's a good number to model in my mind. And I think about downturns, 

upturns, this operating model because you can control assets versus a level of business in a very nimble way allows you the 

ability to dial it up and to dial it back and to stay in step with changes in business. 

Now, when I'm looking forward, I'm looking at growing. I'm not so enamored with the operating ratio. I've got to be 

competitive. That's what I've got to be. So, if my competitor has a material difference that gives them a competitive 

advantage because they can compete and earn cost of capital and I can't, then I disadvantage myself. But if they don't, then 

I can use that operating ratio as currency to attract additional business. As long as it's good business, sustainable and 

profitable and I'm earning cost of capital, I can use that as revenue, so to speak, with cash to deploy it for business I haven't 

played for in the past to grow the top line because at the end of the day, it's about earnings growth. It's not about how low 

my operating ratio is. And I think as the shareholder, that's what they're more enamored with. So, as we grow forward, if it 

means we're going to invest more of our money and we take additional capital expense, depreciation expense so that we 

can grow the top line, I think that's the right and prudent thing to do as long as it's sustainable profitable growth, and those 

are exactly the opportunities that we're looking at. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Right. So, essentially, it almost seems like there is probably 200 basis points of cost opportunity on the OR side, but beyond 

that, what you'd be looking to do is kind of hold that at that level and drive the growth at a much higher rate, and any 

improvement in OR below that new 60%, if you will, is coming from getting better business. 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 



 
 

Revenue synergies. That would be correct. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Again, can you talk about – and again, for that 200 basis points in the cost side, kind of what are some of the initiatives that 

you have in place? What's the timeline for that? And kind of where do you have really high visibility or conviction versus 

stuff that you still need to figure out? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Okay. Well, part of it is leveraging existing investments we've made over the last four to five years with our extended siding 

lengths. We've effectively taken a short siding length railroad and made it a long siding length railroad. We've taken out 

switches. We continue to take out switches. We've done a lot of things from people and process, in the physical plant 

external to the terminals that have allowed us to create opportunities to run longer heavier trains, which we're continuing 

to do, and that's part of what's driving our synergies now. 

Next year, in the following year, we've got plan to go into our terminals to optimize terminals. That's going to give us 

additional cost savings as we reduce the number of assignments required to handle a level of business and turn the assets 

faster to the terminal. These hump terminals that we shut down five years ago, we've not spent money to make them 

optimal switching terminals. We're making them work. They're not optimized terminals.  

With the investment, we can take additional head count out. We can take velocity up, asset turns up, so cost will fall out. 

There are other synergies we're focused on. It's very strategic to our role when I think about grain. We started this year, last 

year actually with the initiative. We looked at the horsepower we're running on our grain trains versus the size of the grain 

train. We got four locomotives pulling 112 cars. I've got additional capacity to haul more tonnage. So, why am I running a 

112-car train? I can add additional 20 cars and not add a locomotive. So, that's simple. 

Well, then you got to get the supply chain to match it so that now we've got a 134-car train model. We're working with our 

customers to be able to load the 134 through investment. We're working with our customers to be able to off-load through 

investment. You put that together, that's a powerful supply chain. So, just that in and of itself alone with our fleet that we 

have which is not – it's not best-in-class fleet. Now, let me explain on that just a second. That's about a 20% uptick in 

productivity. You can have 20% fewer crew starts moving 20% more grain. It's good for the customer. It's good for our cost. 

It's good for additional business because it creates additional velocity for everything else. It's running in a very busy corridor 

where all the Intermodal is going, all the grain, all the coal and all the potash into Vancouver. So, that's positive, positive, 

positive for CP. 

Now, if you look at investment, you look at Bill C-49, if we get some assurance that we can get an ample return on our 

investment, we can invest in our hopper fleet to modernize. Well, our fleet, a large percentage of our fleet at CP is unique. 

It's low-capacity cars and they're old. They're a high cost to operate. They're not reliable as we need them to be and they 

haul less grain. With an investment in high-capacity cars, we're going to get an uptick in the amount of grain we can haul. 

They're shorter cars so that 134-car train can become a 148-car train. It's an additional synergy. It's an additional jump in 

productivity, more grain, fewer train starts, more capacity. 

So, if you think about the investments and as long as Bill C-49 comes out in law the way the government has indicated we 

think it will, you'll see us look at our capital spend. You'll see us strategically invest in hopper cars that will give us a best-in-

class product to offer to our customer but also give us significant and meaningful operational synergies as we move grain. 

Think about grain. It's 25% of our revenue. If I can improve the operating cost in 25% of my revenue by 25% to 30%, it's 

pretty compelling. 

So, with that investment, that's what gives me great confidence that there is still so much more in the operational 

productivity side that this railroad hasn't mined yet, but still there is left to do. Some of it is investment. Some of it is 

process, but we've got line of sight to all of it, and we've got the team and the talent and the tenacity and the drive and the 

reputation – if we say we're going to do it, we're going to do. 



 
 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

That's great. Just a follow-up on Bill C-49. Do you see this as a net positive or net headwind in terms of being a catalyst 

going into 2018? It's still early, as you said, in the benefits in the CapEx side. There are also some shifts in the pricing 

mechanism and a potential trackage rights and switching. So, how do you see that playing out next year? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

I look at that legislation and you can be an optimist or pessimist. There are some things I love in it. There are some things I 

like in it. There are some things I just have to accept. Overall though, I think net positive. I think about the things that I love. 

I love the fact that the government is recognizing the safety benefits of changing – the potential of changing laws in Canada 

to allow locomotive video and voice recorders to create a more safer office space inside that locomotive cab which is going 

to drive quantum leaps in safety, both for our crews as well as the communities we operate in and through. So, that's all 

being debated now, but if it's fact based and not rhetoric based, the government will change the laws to allow us to 

implement in 2018, 2019, equip all of the locomotives with onboard video cameras in concert with our unions respecting 

privacy laws, done with respect, you know 99 out of 100 employees work safely and do the right thing, but it only takes 

one. It only took one in Lac Mégantic to kill 47 people. It's a harsh reality of the business we operate in, and it's my moral 

obligation to make it as safe as I possibly can, both for my employees, our customers, and the communities. So, I love that 

part of Bill C- 49. 

The other items in there, the ability for us to invest in grain hoppers finally if they actually do what they said they're going 

to do and I believe they will is compelling for our customers. It's compelling for service reliability in grain overall for the 

country, and it's compelling for our cost in this railway from a service and liability standpoint. So, I'm excited about that. 

The things I don't like, the things I just got to accept is this long-haul interswitching that they've implemented and proposed 

or going to implement, I just don't think it's fair. This is a very capital-intensive business. We have to earn an adequate 

return to invest back in the physical plant to be able to run the railway safely. If we don't earn an adequate return, not only 

do we jeopardize today's business, we're not going to grow the business and in some lanes, it may make some of these 

branch lines uneconomic to even sustain. So, we may end up reducing service. 

So, they got to think about the unintended consequences, and the other most hard-to-accept principle of the whole thing is 

it's not reciprocating for the U.S. roads. I don't think it's fair from a competitive standpoint that a U.S. road could come in 

my backyard using Canadian legislation to take business from Canadian employees, to take business from a Canadian road 

when it's not reciprocated. We don't have a chance to compete for theirs. 

They shouldn’t have an opportunity as long as we're providing service to compete for ours. Now, if we fail, that's another 

ball game. I'm not trying to capture any customer. They need to have an option. I'm not suggesting that, but I just think 

there are unintended consequences with that specific aspect to Bill C-49 that really hasn't panned out. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

That was really unintended consequence the last time they kind of increased the length of the switching, but I thought they 

tried to close the loopholes this time to make it not as easy for... 

 
 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yes, it's not going to be as easy certainly before the extended interswitching which we were adversely affected by. There is 

no barrier. The customer just had to request it. Now, they've got to make an application. There are some impediments in 

there that don't make it as easy as it was. It's not an automatic. They're going to do some comparisons, I guess, about a fair 



 
 

competitive rate. So, there are mechanisms in there that maybe make it less intrusive, but principally, it still remains the 

same. It's not reciprocating. It's doesn't make any sense to me. 

Especially in a world where we're talking about the duties and tariffs and all the things that are going on the NAFTA side, it's 

just bizarre to me to be even doing it in the first place, but that said, again, I'll accept, I can't have it all my way. And then 

I'm going to be vocal about the things I don't agree with. I think that's my responsibility, but respectfully, the ones I can't 

change, then we'll have to accept and we'll do our best with and we'll mitigate the impact as best we can. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

Sure. Any questions from the audience?  

 
<Unverified participant> 

This is a bit of a futurism question. We all talk about autonomous cars coming in the next 10, 20, 30, however many years 

you want to put in that. What do you see is the biggest impediment to autonomous trains? I mean, they are on tracks. It's a 

little bit easier to control in that environment than on a highway or a road. So, what do you see as impediment to that? 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Yeah. The biggest impediment for the railway to get beyond the social issues and I think that's a huge hurdle to me as an 

Operating Officer is the reliability of the equipment itself. You think about a railcar and a rail train, manifest trains, you have 

different types of cars, different types of drawbars, coupling mechanisms, you have cushion drawbars, you have rigid 

drawbars. It all depends on the product and the ride. And when you mix those in a manifest train, you've got a lot of 

movement. We call it slack. We call it buff force. So, the train is constantly contracting and expanding as it moves down the 

railway. Well, the way the world works today, they're only as good as the components that connect the railway.  

So, the steel sometimes, they develop flaws inside the steel. And if that train line breaks and that train gets uncoupled, 

you've got a 12,000-foot train or a 10,000-foot train that's in the middle of nowhere, that's stranded. So, you think about 

nobody on it, how do you get it moving again, and you think about – and especially in our network, when you think about, 

we've got single-track railroad, we've got a siding every ideally 15 miles that's 12,000-foot long, I could have 10 trains on a 

100-mile corridor and I've got one train that’s stopped 10. And that bubble effect, it's like – you think about this. Think 

about flying into O’Hare. You've got two runways. What happens if we take one out? It bubbles through the entire network. 

So, the reliability, the need before I would ever sign up and get onboard with that, I've got to provide service, I've got to 

turn assets, asset-intensive business, you've got to have reliable turning of those assets to control the cost. If you don't, you 

kill the cost control and you kill the service and you kill your product. 

So, again, until suppliers could convince me, not through what they say but what they do, that we could have something 

that's reliable that will not break, and if does break, it's a rare exception as opposed to an everyday occurrence that we 

have to manage in the railway with people and with process, then I think autonomous trucks or autonomous trains, it's a 

dream in this railway industry at least. I mean, just in my career, I don't think it's going to happen. I could be wrong, but I 

just don't think it's going to happen. 

 
Ravi Shanker 
Analyst, Morgan Stanley 

On that futuristic note, we are out of time. Keith and Maeghan, thanks so much for joining with us. 

 
Keith Creel 
CEO, Canadian Pacific 

Thank you. 


